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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS PREVIEW
In this indispensable guide to the most exciting new products on show here at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference, we highlight the innovative, original and extraordinary creations
that are turning heads throughout the travel retail industry. Look out for more news on the
latest launches in subsequent issues of the TFWA Daily.

MUSIC
TO
YOUR
EARS

BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL
‘Beauty with a difference.’ That is the
philosophy of professional make-up
company diego dalla palma, which came
into being in Milan in the mid-1970s.
From the beginning it was immediately
a revolution. The combination of professional skills, together with revolutionary
and non-conventional – a union of
experience, research and development,
was to become an important example of
how the Italian cosmetics industry can
export its own values around the world.
At TFWA World Exhibition & Conference,
diego dalla palma is introducing two
unmissable, limited edition nude-look
eyeshadow palettes. Lavieenrose and
Lavieenbeige contain six shades of highly
pigmented compact powder eyeshadow
in matt and satin textures for a makeup
suiting any kind of needs.

THE
SILK
ROAD
The mysticism of the
East has inspired
the Silk Road jewellery range by Antica

The covetable brand is also presenting
its Spring Summer 2015 collection,
highlights of which include Design
Eyebrow Powder – an ultra-fine powder
for eyebrows that designs, defines and
fills in the natural line of the eyebrows
simply and quickly; the Makeupstudio
Water Resistant Eye Liner – a long
lasting technical eyeliner with a special
stiff tip for simple, fast and very high
precision application, with an innovative
formula to ensure smooth and long
lasting intense black colour; and Tingilabbra – a lacquer for the lips in a single
shade of intense and vibrant fuchsia. The
special and innovative formula combines
lightness, colour and freshness for a
covering and luminous effect.

Yellow Village F47

Murrina, which in its
new collection goes
backwards through its
Venetian history to draw
inspiration from ancient
Byzantium – a far-away
world that lies between
European modernity
and Oriental exoticism.
The collection features
six opulent lines, each
made up of elegant and

striking handcrafted
pieces in the blown glass
lampwork beads that
characterise the brand.
The Byzantium, Serenissima and Samarcanda
lines are classic and
sophisticated, in a great
wealth of shapes and
colours, while the Delhi
line suits a young and
contemporary style

Travel Retail Innovations
is introducing Sennheiser’s new CX and
URBANITE collections of
mobile headphones and
headsets to travel retail
for the first time at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference.
The new Sennheiser CX
series of ear-buds is
built around a revolutionary acoustic design and
driver technology, which
allows lightweight, ultrasmall designs that offer
great value with incredible performance.
At the low-priced
end of the range the
Sennheiser CX 1.00 in
black or white offers
a powerful sound
experience with a deep
and punchy bass. The
Sennheiser CX 2.00,
also in monochrome,
adds a remote control
with microphone, and
delivers the rich and
vibrant bass-driven
sound associated with
the brand, in both Apple
and Samsung Galaxy
versions. Available in
black, white or red,

with amber-coloured
metals and fresh
nuances of glass beads.
The Oriental line is
chic and fashionable,
inspired by textiles and
vintage forms, while the
Damasco line
offers rich, almost
voluptuous shapes.

Blue Village D12
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the Sennheiser CX
3.00 offers amazingly
detailed sound reproduction and enhanced
bass response in
an incredibly small
package, and finally the
Sennheiser CX 5.00 in
Apple or Galaxy formats
delivers impressive
sound quality and
superior bass.
Travellers who favour
on-ear or over-ear
headphones will be
delighted to find
the new Sennheiser

URBANITE collection
which boasts great
sound, deep bass, and
urban style for music
lovers on the move.
Sennheiser URBANITE’s
streetwise styling
comes with toughness
to match. They feature
durable metal components and a collapsible
design making them
easy to store and carry
on a journey.

Yellow Village
B27/C29
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Happy moments
deserve Guylian’s finest
Belgian chocolates.

FUN CONFECTIONERY

Perfetti Van Melle
is exhibiting several
new products at TFWA
World Exhibition &
Conference. Its new
Mentos Gum Nano
bottles are positioned
to be an alternative
gift for adults. The
Mentos Gum Gift Pack
contains five mini
bottles with five different functional Pure
Fresh flavours. The
gum is sugar free, and
the packaging allows
travellers to sample
each of the five flavours
– Fresh mint, Spearmint,
Euca Menthol, Bubble

Mint, and Lime Mint.
Perfetti Van Melle
was recently awarded
the licence for the
world-renowned Disney
character Minnie Mouse.
The Chupa Chups Minnie
Mouse range includes
Minnie Mouse Heart – a
heart-shaped box that
comes with lollipops to
eat, a game to play, and
a figurine to decorate
or accessorise. With 12
different figurines to
collect, the Minnie Mouse
Heart turns into a collectible item for children.
Minnie Mouse Suitcase
contains 10 lollipops

and six Minnie Mouse
stickers. Minnie Mouse
Mega Chups is a limited
edition in Minnie Mouse
design with a real size
hairband. It contains
15 fruit flavoured lollipops and the hairband
enables girls to look like
Minnie Mouse.
Perfetti Van Melle will
also be showcasing
its new Chupa Chups
Party Pack, featuring six
lollipops, a reversible
mask and three
funny mouths.

Mediterranean
Village P17

THE HOLY TRINITY

The World’s Favourite Belgian Chocolates

Anthon Berg, the original
inventor of liqueur-filled
chocolate bottles, is introducing here at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference,
a third delicious variety to
its already very successful
product line. This time, it is
all about coffee liqueurs.
For over half a century,
Anthon Berg has profited
greatly on the unique
miniature chocolate
bottles with some of the
world’s finest spirits, and
with the new Chocolate
Coffee Liqueurs, you can
have your coffee, your
chocolate and your digestif
all in one appetising bite.
The perfect trinity in an
after dinner treat.
The four Chocolate Coffee
Liqueurs varieties take

you around the world,
for some of the most
loved coffee drinks – Irish
Coffee with a warming
whisky, a French Coffee
with sweet and tangy
orange liqueur, a Cuban
Coffee with white rum and
mild caramel, and finally a
Mexican Coffee with a shot
of Tequila.
“The combination of
coffee and chocolate
is an evergreen,” said
Anthon Berg Travel Retail
Director Peter Dige. “But
coffee itself has also had
a comeback and has been
reintroduced as a fine
food on a much broader
scale than ever before.
That’s why we believe that
now it is the right time to
launch a coffee version of
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our successful chocolate
liqueur bottles.” The two
other products in the
range – Chocolate Liqueur
Bottles and Chocolate
Cocktail Bottles – are the
two top selling products
in the Anthon Berg travel
retail portfolio.
To support the launch of
its new Chocolate Coffee
Liqueurs, Anthon Berg has
implemented a generous
promotion to offer in
selected stores. Consumers can play an engaging
coffee liqueur-themed
game of ‘spin the bottle’,
and stand the chance to
win plane tickets to the
destinations where its four
coffee recipes are from.

Blue Village B7
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ART OF BLENDING

Green Village
L56
glare reduction for the eyes
at a price point of £25. At
a retail price of £25-£30,
Breo’s ‘Flight’ aviator-style
frames are available in a
new tortoiseshell pattern
with a choice of mirrored
or smoked polycarbonate
lenses and contrasting
leg colours, the collection
screams retro. Sundown,
meanwhile, is an enlarged
take on the classic
wayfarer frame. Offered
in a choice of mirrored
or smoked lenses with a
selection of subtly coloured
legs, the £25-£30 collection offers options for all
tastes and confirms that
Breo has transported the
evergreen tortoiseshell
into the 21st century.

Green Village
K38

Within every piece of Clogau jewellery is
a touch of the same rare Welsh gold as
used by British Royalty for over 100 years.

www.clogau.co.uk

@Clogau

www.facebook.com/clogaugold

Photographed at Highclere Castle, location of Downton Abbey.
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Tyko Travel Retail is
continuing its expansion
in the fashion accessories
category with the addition
of three travel retail
exclusive new collections
to its already hugely
popular Breo sunglasses
range. The three lines
each have a distinct look,
and are perfect for those
who enjoy highly fashionable eyewear without the
expensive price tag.
“All of our new collections
offer great, trendy designs

and exceptional value for
money,” Martin Lovatt, GTR
Director, Tyko Travel Retail,
said. “Our recent sales
results prove that travellers are not just looking
for premium, luxury items
in travel retail but they
are equally interested in
good value, fun items that
are affordable yet still
fashionable.”
The unisex ‘Downhill’
model is available in two
different frame colours and
is Breo’s sportiest to-date.
Rounded square lenses,
straight leg design and a
durable, lightweight frame
are finished in the unique
Soft-TRM finish, and the
super tough Cat 3 shatterproof mirrored lenses
offer an alternative to
polarisation for ultimate UV
protection and enhanced

is an innovative new
Blended Malt whisky
which combines malts
from the six different
whisky producing regions
of Scotland – Highland,
Speyside, Islay, Campbeltown, Lowland & Islands.

UK

ON
THE
SUNNY
SIDE

traditional sweetness and
smoothness with a long
finish bringing in fruity
red wine hints from the
port casks.
MacDuff International
is also launching a new
addition to its historic
Grand Macnish range of
Scotch whiskies. Grand
Macnish 6 Cask Edition

E

MacDuff International
is introducing Lauder’s
Ruby Cask Finish, the
second addition to the
Lauder’s Art of Blending
range, which marries
Lauder’s Scotch Whisky
with a variety of complementary casks.
This new Lauder’s port
edition is presented in
the traditional Lauder’s
‘4-pinch’ bottle with a
gift carton featuring the
image of a port wine cellar.
The whisky has a slightly
reddish hue, taken from its
time maturing in seasoned
Ruby Port casks, carefully
selected by the master
blender. The malt and
grain whiskies making up
the blend are initially aged
in charred bourbon casks,
then combined to form
the blend, and returned,
for a second time, to
mature further in Ruby
Port casks. The resulting
whisky combines the
recognisable Lauder’s

DESIGNED IN THE UK
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IT’S IN
THE
JEANS
Calvin Klein is introducing
its new jeanswear line
– a collection spiked with
rebellious attitude for a
new generation of individualists. A play on gender
roles, Calvin Klein Jeans
for Fall 2014 is an iconic
collection of American
streetwear reimagined
in luxurious fabrics and
unexpected combinations.
For women, soft, elevated
layering reveals a sense
of cosy luxury, laced
with independence.
Felted, boiled, glazed and
varnished textiles are
weathered and eroded in a
palette of pale stone greys,
powdery creams and
blush contrast with navy
and faded blacks. Denim
is oversized or shrunken,
with glazed finishes in
arctic grey-blue tones.
Concealed seams and
hidden details are found
in all fits – slouchy and
relaxed, slim, boyfriend,
straight – as well as the
new girlfriend jeans.
For men, designs are
stripped back and utilitarian – whether looks are

ALL THAT GLITTERS

dressed up or dressed
down. Raw denim-ondenim styles feature
concealed details such
as ergonomic seaming.
Dark, raw selvage is worn
tonally with the new zip-up
jacket over a denim shirt
and cuffed, tapered jeans.
Military-style, double
pocket denim shirts and
jackets are fundamental,
re-worked with minimal
seaming and stitching,
while sweatshirts and

outerwear in bonded
fabrics with heat sealed
seams softly mould to the
body. Denim in arctic greyblue rinses is ink-glazed
and varnished, and tones
of faded granite, cement
grey and deep forest green
give way to deep indigo
inks; tones of green,
blue and grey yield to the
deepest black.

Bay Village Bay
Terrace 08

THE
CALL
OF
THE
WILD
It’s going to be
an adventurepacked season
for the five LEGO
Friends girls, as
they are heading
to the jungle. The new
LEGO Friends building
sets, being showcased
by LEGO this year at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference, allow
exciting stories to be told
and created with lots of
realistic details.
In the depths of the

A daring vision–
passionately glamorous and clad in
glimmering gold – Lady
Million Eau My Gold is
the newest icon in Paco
Rabanne’s extraordinary fragrance
portfolio, and is being
presented here at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference by Puig.
In 2008, Paco Rabanne
made waves by
dropping a gold ingot
in the world of perfumery that would give way
to the unprecedentedly
popular Million series
of scents. 1 Million was
incredibly successful
on its release, and
has remained so ever
since; and Lady Million
Eau My Gold!, a newest
release in the series
stays true to the heritage that it began.
Eau My Gold! has been
treated as a strategic
launch by Puig to
further enhance travel
retail’s biggest selling
fragrance line and,
true to its eclectic
style, it hailed the
launch of the latest
female fragrance in the
Paco Rabanne Million

universe with a number
of high-profile activations and on-airport
digital media investment in powerhouse
locations such as Dubai,
London Heathrow,
Barcelona and Paris
Charles De Gaulle, as
well as investment in
high-growth locations
for the brand such
as Singapore Changi,
Bangkok, Buenos Aires
and Sao Paolo.
The launch is being
activated by a “BE
MY GUEST!” cocktail
lounge concept, where
customers are able to
experiment with olfactive emotions through a

cocktail tasting experience. The promotional
sites feature a golden
cocktail bar, hosted by
trained bartenders.
“We’re particularly
excited by Eau My
Gold! as it has a fresh,
light fragrance and
distinctive diamond
bottle that is proving
very attractive to
Asian consumers,”
said Patrick Bouchard,
Puig’s Global Travel
Retail Managing Director. “It’s helping us to
open up the brand to
new consumers.”

Riviera Village
RE19

TEQTONIC
COCKTAIL

jungle, the five Friends
not only discover the
exotic surroundings, but
also save endangered
animals.
The Jungle Falls Rescue
set promises rescue
action. A tiger is trapped
in a whirlpool in the wild
waters, but thankfully
Olivia quickly builds a

dam to stop the water,
and the Friends can
speed to the animal in
trouble on the First Aid
Jungle Bike. The set
includes everything the
adventurers need to save
the day – a doctor’s case,
walkie-talkie and spade.

Marine Village S1

Fraternity Spirits is
continuing to build
distribution for its range
of premium spirits,
including Tequila
Corralejo, Vodka Boker,
and the more recently
introduced El Ron
Prohibido Rum.
To further promote
Tequila Corralejo to
travellers, and support
its annual Margarita
competition for bartenders, Fraternity Spirits
is highlighting the use
of its 100% pure Blue
Weber Agave tequilas,
as the base for a perfect
cocktail.
At TFWA World Exhibition & Conference,
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it will be tasting its
new Teqtonic cocktail
– a simple drink of
Corralejo Blanco Tequila
and tonic water spiked
with lemon.
Fraternity Spirits has
also linked up with
RIVES, a Spanish
company creating a wide
range of 100% natural
tropical syrup flavours,
which are said to be
ideal for blending with
tequila. It is testing
reaction to a combo pack
of Tequila Corralejo and
Tropic syrup as a travel
retail exclusive.
Visitors to the Fraternity
Spirits stand can taste
the cocktails every day

from Monday to Thursday, between 13:00
and 18:00.

Blue Village E1

DISCOVER
BROOKSIDE
NEW!

Travel Retail
Exclusive Gift Boxes

Soft fruit-flavored centers
covered in smooth
dark chocolate.
Discover BROOKSIDE at
Booth M53, Green Village.

WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL

www.hersheystravelretail.com
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AMERICAN ICON
PT Switzerland is introducing the Seabrook
Military timepiece from
GANT, which has been
crafting classic American
sportswear since 1949.
The new timepiece is
described as a throwback
to the sturdy military
watches of an era
distinguished by classic
and effortless style. The
Seabrook Military watch

has clever details such
as a unidirectional diving
bezel and luminous
hands for night vision.
The timepiece comes
in five classic colours
with matching and
interchangeable NATO
straps for a timeless
and put-together
everyday look.
The classic American
military-style watch has

a high-precision quartz
movement, with three
hands, a date indicator
at 3 o’clock, and a diving
bezel. It also features
hardened, scratchresistant mineral crystal
glass and a 45mm
diameter stainless steel
case. The watch is
water resistant to a
depth of 100m.
Among the other brands
being showcased is
KENZO, which proposes
novel and graphic
prints. Models in the

A WORLD OF FUN
“For children, only the
best is good enough.”
That was the philosophy of
Margarete Steiff when she
first began to produce her
high-quality Steiff soft toys,
and these words remain
the guideline for the high
standards the company
lives by today – now at an
international level. Schäfer
Travel Retail is highlighting
Steiff’s vast collection of
lovable plush companions
at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference. Every

item is created by hand,
involving a great deal of
creativity, dexterity, experience and love for detail,
and made from premium
materials. Outstanding
quality, stringent design
standards and, of course,
the company’s famous
‘Button in Ear’ seal of
approval, are all a part
of Steiff toys’ enduring
popularity.
Meanwhile, developed in
just the last 18 months,
Schäfer’s in-house

Italian cosmetic company
Sirpea is distinguished by
the reputation and authority
it holds in the beauty industry. Throughout its 70-year
history the company has
conceived, produced and
distributed leading brands
with a strong identity,
which have reached international notoriety thanks
to flawless formulas
– the product of Sirpea’s
renowned research
laboratories in Italy and
Switzerland.
At TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference, Sirpea is
showcasing its exemplary
beauty brands for the travel
retail industry, including CBN – a pioneering
company specialising in

Red Village
M32+35
Initially launched at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference in May, the
range is already proving
extremely popular –
particularly in the Far East,
appearing extensively
on airport shelves and
onboard major carriers
in Singapore, Hong Kong
and China. Working closely
with its airline partners,
Schäfer is developing a
variety of fun themes and
creating exclusive limited
edition collections that
airlines can share with
their passengers.

construction toy brand
Brixies is already available in over 20 countries.
Brixies’ unique products
provide high quality
entertainment and fun for
the young and young at
heart, backed by attractive pricing.
From small beginnings,
Schäfer Travel Retail
has now expanded the
popular Brixies line of
micro-block construction sets to include icons
from around the world.

ITALIAN
BEAUTY
SECRETS

Tigerhead line come in
a veritable rainbow of
fun colours.
POLICE features futuristic shapes and colour
explosions; SWISS
MILITARY HANOWA is a
trendsetter for military
and sporty, yet stylish
watches; and Timberland blends its rugged
heritage with more
modern, tailored and
sophisticated elements.

Mediterranean
Village P12

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

Active Plant Germinal Cell
Skin Treatments based on
the studies of the Nobel
prize winners on the
chromosome particles,
telomeres. Alongside CBN
will be TDA, a leader of
excellence in spa cosmetics, which makes use of
exclusive active principles
extracted from the thermal
baths of the most prestigious spa in the world, with a
history of over 3,000 years.
Also on show will be

STEMCELL – the first line
ever made based on stem
cells, with extraordinary
regenerative properties,
while C&C – the first
combination products in
facial skincare, make-up,
body and hair – promises
‘No More Imperfections’,
and is a unique innovation
for the instant camouflage and coverage of
white hair.

Green Village L61

Now present in over 40
inflight listings and over
80 locations in travel retail,
Butterfly Twists – the
imaginative creator of
foldable footwear – is
extending its international
reach even further, and at
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference is launching its
SS15 campaign #Anytime
#Anywhere, which shows
just how versatile a pair
of Butterfly Twists can
be. #Anytime #Anywhere
is a campaign designed
for travellers. It revolves
around consumer recognition, and the ways in which
the Butterfly Twist product
can assist them whilst in
transit or when they get to
their location.
At TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference, the innovative Butterfly Twists brand
is also highlighting its new
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inflight folding ballerina
design, Maya. The chic and
stylish black patent design
features a metal clasp bow,
and will accompany the
best-selling Amelia inflight
shoe design. The new
inflight shoe has been listed
by major airlines in Asia
and the UK this year, and
is drawing great attention
from other carriers in both
Europe and the rest of Asia.
Alongside the new
launch, Butterfly Twists’
new Leather POS will be on

show in Cannes. Following
the success of Butterfly
Twists’ innovative original
POS – and in response
to growing demand – the
brand is launching its chic
Leather POS. The elegant
and eye-catching POS will
feature none other than
real leather ballerinas,
which will include best–
selling styles inspired by
the faux leather designs.

Yellow Village
F45
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COLLECTABLE
CHOCOLATES
Starbrook Airlines,
the Belgian chocolate
company with an inspiring story and a personal
touch, has created a new
collection of bespoke
confectionery delights,
the Tallink Silja Shipping
Collectables. Finnish
cruiseferry operator
Tallink Silja Line was
looking for a new and
exciting chocolate
product that would appeal
to its consumers under
its own brand. Starbrook
Chocolate Company was
asked to invent a
top product with a
unique presentation and shape,
and specialising
in the ‘made for
the trade’ business,
the company eagerly
accepted this challenge.
The Tallink Silja Shipping
Collectables were born
after some significant

brainstorming, and
the result is stunning;
a colorful box in the
Tallink Silja Lines’ style,
featuring its whole
fleet on the inner side
of the flip, its destination map and curious
facts about its vessels.
This luxury flip-flap
box has a crystal clear
show window. Open the
box, and find gorgeous
chocolates, magically



shaped like old shipping
collectables – an anchor,
rudder, diver and
compass from ancient
shipping times.
An original product ideal
for gifting and sharing for
the whole family, Tallink
Silja Shipping Collectables contains 200g of
delicious Belgian milk
chocolates filled with a
fine, seductive praline
filling of fine roasted
hazelnuts, and is available now on all Tallink
Silja vessels.

Mediterranean
Village N19
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HAPPY TRAVEL
COMPANIONS
“Arty, cheerful and
storytelling” is how enterprising young designer
Barbara Rihl describes
her vibrant, stylish, travel
inspired collections of
handbags and accessories, which are spiraling in
popularity in and beyond
the duty free channel.
Her diverse collections
of bags, or “happy travel
companions” as she calls
them, are designed with
passengers in mind, and
have received worldwide
recognition for their
unique character. In just
over two years Barbara
Rihl has acquired over
60 corners across the
globe – including
in Korea, Taiwan,
Singapore, Kuala
Lumpur, Guam
and Paris. Her
iconic POS and arty
designs have caused
a real stir in travel retail,

and her exclusive designs
are listed on 15 legendary
airlines.
Barbara Rihl is launching
a host of enticing new
bags and accessories at
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference. They include
the new Fashion Forward
Backpacks – perfect for
international jetsetters,

the small four-zipper
Chic bags, based on
Barbara’s bestselling
design, and the new
inflight Crossbody bags
with pouches and zips for
your mobile phone, and of
course, your passport and
boarding pass. Because,
as Barbara Rihl says, “A
little bit of humour,
respect, courage and
craziness, and the world
is yours.”

Yellow Village
G49

The timeless elegant Morrison Vangard with high precision swiss movement

„

The

essence
of
elegance“

VISIT US AT TFWA: STAND E42,YELLOW VILLAGE
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SOPHISTICATED
SPORTSWEAR

SMOOTH
SELECTION
J.Cortès Cigars is
showcasing a new travel
retail exclusive at TFWA
World Exhibition &
Conference. The Neos
Selection 50 cigars tin
is the result of more
than 110 years of cigar
manufacturing and
meeting the needs of the
discerning travellers.
The beautiful metal box,
containing 50 premium
Neos cigars, was
launched at this year’s
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference in
Singapore, and reactions
from clients and visitors
were very positive
– particularly towards the
premium finish and the

unique format of the cigars,
which adds a beautiful
complementary product to
the retailer’s cigar range.
Every box will feature
a sleeve that further
enhances the consumer’s
knowledge about the
brand and product, the
Neos Cigar Company
started producing cigars
in Belgium in 1903. The
fine Java-wrapped cigars
are slightly thicker than
a traditional cigarillo to
give a medium bodied
flavoured sensation, and
come in a superb black
metal tin – the perfect
cigar for all seasons.

Marine Village S6

On the occasion of the
30th TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, luxury
sportswear brand Paul
& Shark is presenting
its new Spring/Summer
2015 men’s collection.
As always, the essence
of Paul & Shark comes
through – evident in the
‘Made in Italy’ precious
fabrics, utmost quality
and experimentation with
new materials, which
make this luxury sportswear brand one of the
most famous worldwide.

Following the brand’s
newly energised focus
on the travel retail
channel, the collection
highlights a new smart
casual line – a link
between luxury and
sportswear designed
to offer a comfortable
but refined total look.
Each piece in the Smart
Casual line features the
iconic shark emblem
with the grey Paul &
Shark Smart Casual
Collection logo on a
solid blue background,

WRITE
ON

perfection, and true to
the ‘Meisterstück spirit’,
Montblanc unveils its
Meisterstück Collection: a
unique selection of sensual
leather goods, meticulously crafted timepieces,
refined jewellery and, of
course, a new Meisterstück writing instrument
collection that further
‘writes’ the story of such a
timeless icon. The Collection celebrates 90 years of
the spirit of Meisterstück,
introducing icons for the
time to come.
A Special Edition
assortment of writing
instruments, available
only during the year of
the anniversary, further
highlights Montblanc’s
savoir-faire with the
Fountain Pen, Rollerball

Iconic since 1924,
Montblanc’s Meisterstück
pen celebrates 90 years
of achievement this year.
The timeless fountain pen
has become a symbol of
the brand's values – finest
craftsmanship, traditional
manufacturing techniques,
precious materials, refined
aesthetics and best
functionality, and ranks
among the world’s most
famous luxury icons.
Manufactured in Hamburg
since 1924, the Meisterstück truly embodies
Montblanc’s quest for

HERO SHIRT
NEW EXHIBITOR
National Geographic
Store is presenting a
range of products on
its first appearance at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. Among
these is the Hero Shirt
– a special garment
designed for men. The
main feature of the
shirt is a mosquito
repellent function. The
recommended retail
price is US$103.50
(€79.95).

Meanwhile, the
Amazonis Trolley is
made in 100% PVC in
four different colours,
with the inside made
of 100% polyester and
nylon. The closures are
custom zipper pulls with
the National Geographic
logo. The recommended
retail price is US$187.50
(€144.95).

Bay Village
Bay 16
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and the collection
represents the more
refined section of the
sportswear proposal,
designed for the elegant
man.
Alongside Smart Casual
is the Luxury Collection, in high-quality
materials combined
with hand-made tailoring which, from this
season, is individually identified with a
new golden Paul &
Shark Luxury garment
logo on a solid blue

background. The collection moves the values of
the Paul & Shark brand
towards a new horizon,
with a fresh interpretation of the brand’s
iconic items in refined
materials such as
cashmere cloth and silk.
The Sportswear line
meanwhile goes beyond
the borders of active
sportswear to become
part of a 100% lifestyle
context, in materials
which do not traditionally belong to the sports
world, and which are
capable of combining
style and performance.

Riviera Village
RH16
and Ballpoint Pens in
Classique size, featuring
elegant guilloche engraving coated with black
lacquer, mother-of-pearl
Montblanc emblem, red
gold-plated fittings and
Au750 gold nibs with a
special ‘90 Years’ design.
Absolutely unique and
paying tribute to the spirit
of Meisterstück that runs
through Montblanc’s
history, the Limited
Edition 90 completes
the anniversary offering
of writing implements.
Comprised of a Fountain
Pen and a Rollerball
in LeGrand size with
exquisite designs, each
limited to 90 pieces.

Red Village
L10
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GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT RED
FUSION
Following the success of
its 2014 activations, Mars
International Travel Retail
(MITR) will be adding
further fun and excitement
to travellers’ journeys
throughout 2015, with new
innovative promotions
designed to support its
new confectionery strategy
– to be announced during
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference this year. MITR
will lead the way in increasing passenger footfall and
basket spend, with a portfolio of new products that aim
to engage and entertain
shoppers.
Gift-with-purchase (GWP)
promotions are a key
part of its strategy for the
coming year, and new for
summer 2015, MITR is
introducing its exclusive
platinum promotion, the
fun and attractive limited
edition M&M’s Travel
Mug. Totally exclusive to
travel retail, this exciting
GWP is available in five

colours representing the
famous M&M’s characters,
and features a snappy
quote from each famous
character. This GWP is a
total shop floor concept,
available with catchy POS
materials including a
sitting cash till display to
help boost sales.
For the perfect seasonal
offering, the Jewels Gift
Bag and Celebrations
Gift Bag have been

specifically designed to
stimulate chocolate gifting
and celebrate special
occasions. Combining
luxury and gifting into one
confectionary item, the
promotion allows travellers
to personalise their gift
with a special message,
providing a truly tailoredmade activation.

Bay Village
Bay 9

Enoitalia is presenting
the latest addition to
the VOGA Italia collection – Red Fusion – at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. Packaged
in the iconic cylindrical
bottle with re-sealable
cap, Red Fusion is a blend
of Zinfandel and Cabernet
from the Salento area in
the southern Italian region
of Puglia, also known as
the ‘heel of Italy’. The
region’s excellent climate
and variegated landscapes
have for centuries
provided the ideal conditions for the development
of excellent wine growing.
Wines from this area are
very deep in colour, full of
character and aroma.
VOGA Italia’s Red Fusion is
aged in wood, and offers a
complexity of flavours. The
tannin structure is dense
but soft, with a hedonistic
balance. It is long and

tasty on the finish.
VOGA Italia is also
announcing the expansion of its award-winning
wines to duty free outlets
worldwide. VOGA’s
addition to the travelling
public comes with new
airport expansions and
openings, with shopping

increasingly focused on
luxury and quality goods.
This reflects VOGA’s
mission to produce
distinctive, high-quality
wines for the modern
international wine scene.

Mediterranean
Village P10
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POP
ART
Millennium Fragrances is
showcasing its bright and
cheerful cosmetics and
scents for young people
at TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference.
Kaloo’s scented waters
for infants respect the
skin of your baby. They
are manufactured in
a French laboratory,
free of alcohol and
parabens, and clinically

tested – controlled
at every step of
the manufacturing
procedure. Thanks to
moisturising agents and
their very soft formula,
Kaloo scented waters
even care for baby’s
skin. The Kaloo Coffret
Pop features five pop
art-inspired miniature
scented waters in 5ml
varieties – the perfect
gift for miniatures
lovers, collectors and
mothers who like to
decorate their child’s
bedroom. The Kaloo
Coffret trousse fluffy

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE ARRIVALS ISSUE 2014

dragée, meanwhile,
features a 100ml EDS,
presented with a fuzzy
bag in a gift box. Kaloo
Parfums is famous
for the signature soft
toys presented with its
scents, and this newly
launched set contains
a beauty bag made with
the same fluffy soft
material. Thanks to its
ideal size, mummy can
use it to carry baby’s
things anywhere and
everywhere.
Kokeshi Colours
manicure sets are also
being showcased in

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
Mondottica is bringing
the countryside to TFWA
World Exhibition &
Conference with its exciting new brand Joules.
This unique, popular
brand features colourful
prints that encompass
nature’s palette, complementing pale seaside
hues and countryside
themes. From full
fronted signature floral
sunglasses to unique
combinations of bright,
vibrant colours and
traditional shades, Joules
eyewear really stands out
from the crowd.
“We are thrilled to be
once again exhibiting at

TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. We have a
great range of brands this
year, including our most
successful Ted Baker.
Joules is a welcome
addition to our growing
portfolio of top quality
eyewear,” Julie Hawkins,
National Accounts Director, commented.
The new collection from
Ted Baker channels this

season’s irresistible pastel
trend with a confection of
candy colours, including
soft pink and fresh mint
shades. The combination
of modern eye-shapes
and stunning tortoise
shell fronts results in a
truly beautiful feminine
look for this luxurious
women’s collection.

Red Village K30

Cannes this year. Kokeshi
has launched three
brand new manicure kits
to complete its range
of graphic and colourful nail lacquers. Each
pack has been designed

Leonidas has been so
pleased with the success
of its charming Disney
Collection of fine Belgian
chocolates that it is
adding a new assortment,
which is being showcased
at TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference.
The Leonidas Disney
Napolitains Assortment 75g contains 12
slim square pieces of
chocolate – three each
of milk, dark and white
chocolate – wrapped
in foil backed paper
decorated with cute
cartoon images of
Disney favourites
Goofy, Donald Duck
and Minnie Mouse.
The chocolates are
presented in a square
gift box, decorated
with polka dots, which

by the artist Valeria
Attinelli and contains two
Kokeshi nail lacquers
in trendy colours, a pop
art pair of nail clippers
and a girly nail file by
Kokeshi. These kits are

easy to carry around,
for perfectly shaped and
colourful nails, wherever
you are.

Ambassadeurs
Village U5+7

DISNEY
COLLECTION
makes an attractive
and affordable gift,
or an impulse
purchase
item.
The second
addition
to the Leonidas
travel retail collection
this autumn is the
Leonidas Tablet Multi
Pack 4 x 100g, with two
bars each of its most
popular flavours – milk
and dark chocolate
(70% cocoa). This new
multi-pack is geared
towards the consumer
who is looking for a

simple gift of delicious
chocolate. Each tablet is
wrapped individually to
ensure the best possible
quality and to maintain
maximum freshness.

Blue Village D24

AUTHENTIC
AUSTRIAN EYEWEAR
Eyewear supplier
Silhouette is showcasing its diverse and
stylish range of highquality eyewear at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. The full
2014 SUN collection
will be highlighted
at the show, and the
collections presented
will also include
special 50th anniversary limited edition
models, such as the
innovative, rimless
Futura model and the

23-carat gold plated
Havana Riviera.
The two collections will
also be key features
of the brand’s new
flagship travel retail
venture – its first ever
airport store. The
18sqm store opened at
the start of the summer
at Vienna Airport to
coincide with Silhouette’s 50th anniversary.
Silhouette was in
search for something
celebratory to do at
Vienna Airport as the

closest major airport to
its headquarters, and
its 50th anniversary
year was in perfect
timing, with the
completed remodelling
of Vienna Airport’s new
shopping area.
Sandra Simader, the
project’s manager and
Global Travel Retail
Manager at Silhouette,
said: “The store gives
us an opportunity to tell
the Silhouette story as
an authentic Austrian
eyewear brand. With

our production still
located in Austria, our
commitment to quality
and lightness, and as a
family-owned company,

12 – TFWA DAILY

we believe we have
a unique brand story
that will resonate with
consumers. And what
better way to tell that

story than through our
own store.”

Riviera Village
RE9

When words end, my

begins.

The world’s first personalised chocolate by Frey.
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AN ICON IN LEATHER
Salvatore Ferragamo has
long been renowned for
his masterpiece leather
creations. Since the
company’s beginnings
leather has been a fundamental part the Salvatore
Ferragamo maison – from
seminal shoe collections
to the development of
the unique handbags and
accessories that have
become strong emblems
of the brand today – and

this year at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
the iconic Italian brand
is highlighting its newest
leather inspired piece
of handiwork, Signorina
Limited Edition.
The 2014 Signorina
Limited Edition reference takes inspiration
from the legendary
bond between Salvatore Ferragamo and
the precious leather

material, with a special
makeover commemorating the alliance.
On the flacon, a lavish
reinterpretation of
Signorina’s iconic Vara
Bow in recycled leather
is a tribute to Salvatore
Ferragamo’s craftsmanship, innovation and
creativity – a celebration
of Salvatore Ferragamo’s
finest ‘Made in Italy’
quality. Within, the

TRAVEL
EXCLUSIVES
2014 has been another
extremely positive year
for William Grant &
Sons in global travel
retail. The division’s
head office moved to
Singapore and a new
Managing Director,
Justin Weston, was
welcomed into the fold.
He has presided over an
unprecedented calendar
of travel retail exclusive
product launches.
The global rollout of
the new Glenfiddich
Cask Collection range
started in April, to join
The Balvenie Triple
Cask range and several
other travel exclusive
products including
Glenfiddich 25 Year Old,
Kininvie 17 Year Old
single malt, The Girvan
Patent Still 28 Year Old,
two new Hendrick’s gift
packs, Grant’s 8 Year

Old in Asia, Grant’s
Nordic Oak and Grant’s
Voyager in Europe, as
well as several limited
edition and seasonal
gift packs.
William Grant & Sons
is exhibiting recentlyacquired brand Drambuie
at TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. A natural
fit for its expanding
portfolio, the company
wishes to re-engage
existing drinkers and
introduce the brand to
an entirely new generation. “We are thrilled
to bring Drambuie to
Cannes – a brand which,
while well-known on
global markets, offers
real potential within
travel retail,” Weston
commented. “Drambuie
fits very comfortably
within our portfolio and
through our knowledge

bright and fizzy currant
notes of the well-loved
Signorina scent are
spiced with pink pepper
and natural green notes.
At the floral heart is the
fusion of fresh jasmine,
peony and rose, while
the airy, creamy texture
of pannacotta and soft
musk and intriguing,
woody patchouli notes
offer a distinctive
Italian elegance and an
unexpected addictiveness.

Riviera Village
RC13

WHAT IT’S
SHAWL
ABOUT

and understanding of
both whiskies and the
travel retail industry we
are confident that we
can improve the brand’s
position and appeal to
international travellers.”

Golden Village
G02

Pashma is debuting its
sought-after ready-towear collections for the
first time in the travel retail
channel at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference.
Its ready-to-wear range,
which enjoys a highly
successful distribution
in domestic markets and
features a highly differentiated offering in terms of
quality and design, while
retaining functionality and
a broad appeal that make
it ideally suited to airport
retail settings.
The travel retail capsule
collection consists of
a range of knitted tops
made from a fine jersey
in silk cashmere, with a
texture that is delightfully
light and soft. Available in
classic v neck, crew neck
and cardigan silhouettes

and printed in Pashma’s
signature prints, the tops
are merchandised with
scarves in coordinated
prints to create a compelling presentation that
appeals to consumers
aged 30-70.
Pashma’s exclusive
designer shawls are
sold on over 20 airlines
including EVA, CAL, Air
France, Iberia, Alitalia, and
Qantas, and are the ideal
inflight purchase – as a
gift or a treat for oneself.
Its products are crafted in
one-of-a-kind manufacturing facilities, which blend
ancient textile traditions.

All are hand dyed, and the
most outstanding graphics are realised through
a range of processes,
including rare hand-screen
printing, and authentic
resist dyeing techniques.
Pashma’s bestselling
Ombred Flower Shawl in
pink and grey tones features
floral designs, perfect for
any outfit.
Alongside its success in
inflight Pashma has over 20
points of sale within travel
retail, with three stand-alone
stores in Changi Airport.

Yellow Village
D23

Visit us at Stand
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SUPERPREMIUM
WINES
Gérard Bertrand is a
leading expert in superpremium wines from
the south of France,
offering an exceptional
diversity and high-quality
– sparkling wines, reds,
whites, rosés, varietals
and appellations wines.
Its wines are said to suit
all sectors of the travel
retail business, including
duty free shops, airline
inflight, and cruise
operations.
Gérard Bertrand’s
success stories include
Gris Blanc, which has
become a benchmark
rosé. It offers a unique
pale, crystalline
colour, which is ideal to
pair with seafood and
Asian cuisine.
Meanwhile, Code Rouge

NEW PRODUCTS

TIMELESS WATCHES

is described as an ode
to excellence and a
tribute to the world’s
first sparkling wines,
made by the monks of
Saint Hilaire Abbey,
near Limoux. This Cuvée
has all the traditional
features of Gérard
Bertrand’s wines, including
the emblematic red bottle.
Gérard Bertrand’s
strategy is to grow the
knowledge and uptake
of super-premium wines
from the south of France
into the travel retail
sector. Its key business
objective is to focus
on its Estates wines,
which are recognised as
benchmarks in each of
their own terroir.

Jacques Lemans is presenting a range of
watch models at TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference, including model 1-1654 from
the Jacques Lemans ‘London’ collection,
which has timeless elegance and a sophisticated look. The elegant dial includes
a date display, which fits discreetly
between the circular displays.
This chronograph is a high-class
timepiece that is determined by its
varied appearance.
The simple finish of the Rome
1-1841 presents itself in a
timeless elegance – it is a watch
that combines tradition, elegance
and classic design. The solid,
stainless steel case is paired
with genuine leather straps. The
sparkling Swarovski crystals on the
case also give this classic design a
glamorous note.
The ‘Liverpool’ series features a
sporty, yet elegant watch – the 1-1117AN
– a long lasting highlight of the Jacques
Lemans Sports Collection. The solarised dial
is another distinctive feature, a highlight for
every watch aficionado.

Red Village K11
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UNMATCHED CLARITY
Travellers seeking
sunglasses that will
suit a range of outdoor
activities need look no
further than the two
latest styles by Maui
Jim – Five Caves and
Wassup. Whether on
land or water, owners
of Maui Jim sunglasses
enjoy the advantages of
the company’s patented
lens technology,
which is now encased
in frames that offer

serious advantages for
outdoor adventures
that demand optical
clarity.
Making its debut at
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference
is Maui Jim’s Five
Caves – lightweight
nylon sunglasses with
an aggressive, rectangular shape, wide
temples and embedded Rubberon nose
pads and ear pads for

stability and comfort.
Sized for medium-tolarge faces, Five Caves
offers all-day, full-eye
coverage for long days
in the sun. Whether
you’re stalking
bonefish on the flats or
analysing the undulations of a golf green,
the SuperThin(ST)
glass lenses offer the
crispest edge-to-edge
optics, and are 20%
thinner and lighter

than conventional glass
lenses. Loaded with
technology and packing
some serious attitude
into a sleek rectangular nylon frame that
hugs the face to fend

off the sun is Wassup,
which offers full
coverage for medium
faces. Wassup has
embedded Rubberon
nose pads and ear
pads and features the

ultra-clear benefits of
SuperThin(ST) glass
– distortion-free from
edge to edge.

Green Village
M59

Visit us at Stand
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HIGH-OCTANE EYEWEAR
Red Bull Racing Eyewear
is showcasing its ultramodern, futuristically
crafted collection of
sunglasses at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference,
and for this year has
divided its portfolio into
three segments – High
Tech, Life Tech, and
Sports Tech. Sports
Tech stands for fun and
sports-style designs that
use light materials such

as ultra-flexible XMP and
TR90. New in Sports Tech
is the Fade model. Featuring rubberised TR90 frame
and polarised polycarbonate lenses with a red revo
mirror and 100% UVA, UVB
and UVC protection, Fade
offers not only perfect
wearing comfort, but
extreme strength and a
colourful design. The XMP
model Flap is the crème
de la crème in terms of

ATTRACTIVE
DISPLAYS
Travel Blue is promoting
a complete merchandising system for its TECH
range of over 150 electrical/electronic/digital
items at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
this year. The company

has taken an additional
stand in Cannes, which
will be devoted to
showing TECH display
concepts, including
shop-in-shop, corner and
wall bay systems.
“We looked at the way

resilience, flexibility and
lightness. High-class
Xtreme Nylon lenses
with a silver mirror also
fulfil these requirements,
while, made from XMP,
the Grip design holds pole
position in the Sports Tech
segment. The world’s
most advanced thermoplastic from Formula
One was transferred to
the eyewear and offers
outstanding benefits such

as extreme lightness and
flexibility.
High Tech stands for
technics, innovation
and precision, made
with carbon and new
innovative material
combinations. The new
Imola model is inspired
by the high-performance
machines of the
racing stable – the
four-time world
champion fireballs

of Infiniti Red Bull Racing.
The black frame is made
of high quality carbon and
composite materials such
as TR90 and stainless
steel. Imola is an eyewear
for men with exacting
technical standards and
bold audacity in terms of

form and design.
Life Tech meanwhile
stands for lightness and
robustness. The materials used are metal,
stainless steel, aluminium and titan.

Red Village L20

retailer’s point of view, the mixed offering also
represents different margins, varying deliveries and minimum order problems.”
Travel Blue’s new total concept for
TECH solves the problem with attractive
merchandising display units to meet any
space availability.
This one-stop-shop concept offers a complete
range of over 150 electrical/electronic items,
including: country and worldwide adaptors,
USB adaptors, power banks, speakers, cables,
earphones, Bluetooth headphones, USB car
and wall chargers, lap top bags and more.

electrical and electronic
items are generally
displayed within duty
free/travel retail outlets
at airports all over the
world,” said Director of
Travel Retail Jonathan
Smith. “It was evident
that generally displays
are confusing with no
consistency, offering
mixed ranges from
various suppliers, and
not terribly appealing
to consumers. From the

Red Village M21+24
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Fashion accessories with a
retro twist, clearly inspired
from the 60’s and the
glorious days of the Italian
Lambretta scooters.

Congratulations

Join the Success!

from the Capella team
to TFwa on their 30th
anniversary in Cannes!

stand F60 Yellow village
jd@capellaind.com

Capella also Presents:

Coccinelle is showcasing
its new Autumn Winter
2014/15 collection at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. The new
collection, inspired by
the ‘Classic Revolution’ theme, is modern,
updated yet timeless with
a touch of glamour.
Functional, versatile
and lightweight shapes,
such as messenger bags,
are always on demand
in travel retail, and this
season the shape renews
its original city wear
concept with a more
structured mood and a
rigorous, well-defined
character. Shopping
bags, another travel
retail bestseller, are the
stars of the collection:
easy and lightweight
with wide volumes
and elegant detailing. Mini bags in the
new collection have
a trendy street-chic
style, perfect for a
cocktail party or a
day of shopping. And

for the trendier consumer,
Coccinelle launches the
backpack – an accessory
that has graduated into
an absolute must-have,
especially in the new gold
leather luxe version.
An important focus of
the collection is its use of
details – satin-finish gold
details, elegant buckles
and décor snap closures.
The colour palette is
discrete and
plays with

lambrettawatches.com
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the natural colours of the
earth: cream, powder
grey, light beige, military
greens, tones of sepia and
grape. The new fashion
colours for next season
are the warm nuances
of orange and peacock
blue. Soft metals, gold,
silver and bronze, are the
new neutrals and black
remains an absolute must.

Bay Village
Bay 1A
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IN
THE
BAG
Tintamar is launching
its Spring-Summer 2015
Collection at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference,
inspired by spring flowers
in fresh colours such as
pansy, forget-me-not,
nasturtium and mimosa,
with accents of warm
summer gold and a
modern floral print.
The new colour scheme
has been applied across
its full range of Intelligent
Daily Bags, including
the VIP (Very Intelligente
Pocket) bag organisers,
reversible Duo Bags, In &
Out organiser handbags,
crossover or hand-carry
Pluribags and the ultralightweight Bag & Purse
holdalls and backpacks,
which tuck into a silicon
purse when not required.
New to the collection is
the Tintamar Mood Bag, a

luxurious black or natural
leather tote bag with a
removable nylon clutch bag
visible inside in a choice
of eight contrasting
block colours and two
patterns – snakeskin
and iridescent silver.
Fashion-conscious ladies
can express their style
and reflect their mood
by simply switching the
inner bag.
In addition, Tintamar is
keeping the offer fresh and
exciting with some charming limited edition pieces,
which this season include
a ‘Love is in the air’ theme.
The Fancy Love graphic
love hearts design in white
across black or red pieces
has been applied to City
Bags, Vanity Bags, Duo
Bags, In & Out Bags,
Access Pochettes
and the holdall
and backpack
Bag & Purse
sets. The Pure
Love – Message
collection
meanwhile
has the
letters



L-O-V-E applied in rubber
to a refined cotton cloth
for small accessories
including VIPs, Access
pouches and the practical
Duo Bags.
For a glam, girly touch
there is the Pure Love –
Cats range, decorated with
feline faces and a mouse
silhouette in black sequins
on a cool dune-coloured
fabric applied to a range of
signature pieces.

Riviera Village
RB8
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BRILLIANT BEVERAGES
Waldemar Behn is
presenting its awardwinning brands DANZKA
Vodka and Dooley‘s Original Toffee Cream liqueur
at TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. DANZKA
Vodka has expanded its
impressive collection
of accolades, winning
respected awards around
the world in 2014. It
received two gold medals
in The Fifty Best Vodka
awards for the original
DANZKA Vodka 40% in
May 2014, followed in
September with gold
medals for DANZKA
Cranraz and the newest
flavour, DANZKA Apple.
The 40% apple vodka
is the first new flavour
for DANZKA since
Cranraz was released
10 years ago, and serves
as a natural addition
to the DANZKA Vodka
portfolio of premium
Danish vodkas. “Winning
these accolades is very

rewarding,” said Torben
Vedel Andersen, Global
Sales Director, Waldemar Behn. “It is satisfying to have it confirmed
that we are producing
an extraordinarily good
vodka. It makes our
dedicated work every
day much easier and
enjoyable.”
DANZKA Vodka is not
the only brand winning
acclaim. Dooley’s
Original Toffee Cream
liqueur has received
several awards for its
unique taste, most
recently winning a
gold medal at the
San Francisco World

Spirits Competition.
Dooley’s Original Toffee
Cream liqueur was also
awarded a double gold
medal and named as the
Sweepstakes Winner,
Best Cream Liqueur &
Best Liqueur at the New
York World Wine & Spirits
Competition in September.
Both DANZKA Vodka
and Dooley’s Original
Toffee Cream liqueur
are finding success in
expanded distribution,
gaining new listings in
destinations around
the world.

Green Village
H52
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PRETTY IN PINK

MAJESTIC
BEAUTY
Paisley designs and
opulent brocades
are celebrating their
comeback this season.
Inspired by these
patterns, ARTDECO
presents for Fall/Winter
2014 Majestic Beauty,
an unforgettable collection of cosmetics in rich
browns, reds and beige
tones, each in class of
their own.
The eyes are emphasised with silky dark
eyeshadows such as
No. 53 Pearly Mother
Nature, No. 201 Historic
Wood, and No. 271
Majestic Dove Grey.
Any combination of
eyeshadows can be kept
practically in the limited
edition Beauty Box
Quattro in a brocaded
paisley design.
The waterproof Soft
Eye Liner in Historic
Wood and Ancient Iron
Moodie Ad 2014 FAO.pdf
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meanwhile is perfect for
highlighting the contours
of the upper lashes
and the lower eyelids,
while the new Extreme
Volume Mascara
provides intense volume,
definition and visual
extension. The highquality texture creates
a dominant lashes look,
and even the smallest lashes are coated,
defined and made more
voluminous by the precision brush.
For skin, Blusher in
Princess Lilly highlights
the cheeks with a dark
rust brown colour,
and Cream Rouge
for Cheeks & Lips
conjures up freshness
for the face. Lips can
be shaped perfectly
with the fragrance-free
Mineral Lip Styler with
candelilla cera wax to
leave a soft texture and

improve application, and
colour can be added with
Perfect Color Lipstick for
a deep cherry red sheen,
Art Couture Lipstick
– characterised by its
creamy texture and rich

colours, or Lip Brilliance,
for a seductive shine
in autumnal shades or
brilliant purple.

Swiss manufacturer of luxury
writing implements Caran
d’Ache is introducing the new
version of its coveted 849 pen,
849 Brut Rosé, at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference.
This is the 849 at its most
glamorous. Sparkling with
femininity, the new version of
the famous pen has a heady
pink-gold colour – the hue
of the season – bringing that
little touch of style and class
that makes it a must-have
accessory for women
who aim for elegance in
every detail.
One of the principal
features of the 849 collection is its hexagonal body
shape, meaning the pen
sits naturally in the hand,
making writing tireless. The
pen’s trim is plated with 2-3
microns of rose gold, and
it makes an ideal gift in its
ultra-thin metallic Slimpack,
which also comes in pink.

Riviera Village
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a limited edition by versace
for all disaronno lovers
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STYLISH
PROTECTION

TRAVEL
IN STYLE
The famous creativity
of Bric’s, designer of
fine Italian luggage, has
given life to Bellagio –
the new, vintage-looking
line, which recalls
classic travel bags and
the tradition of elegant
travel trunks. Bellagio’s
individuality comes in
the perfect recovery of
these flavours, brought
together in items of
groundbreaking functionality, strength, and
lightness.
Bellagio is distinguished
by its vaguely square
shape, with a somewhat
retro allure enhanced by
leather details, such as
the straps that characterise the front frame
and cover the corners.
High-performance
polycarbonate trolleys
in four sizes are light,

convenient, strong and
functional. Smooth
Japanese wheels, a
convenient and ultra-light
tow, a new TSA lock, and
leather-coated handles
are just a few of the
structural advantages of
this line.
The interior was designed
to satisfy the traveller’s need for neatness,
comfort, and lightness.
The whole structure has
a soft lining, and both
compartments are closed
with a zipper and hooks to
allow perfect arrangement
of items and clothes.
Leather is used
abundantly to emphasise
the craftmanship of the
collection, also shown
in the leather’s grain
and by the exposed
stitching in contrasting
yarns. Six colors are

available – cream, pink,
red and olive green with
brown leather trimmings,
black matched with
tone-on-tone leather and

orange with brown leather
trimmings.

Riviera Village
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MosquitNo is introducing a number of new
items this year. NANO
Series is described
as a revolutionary
product line, which
utilises MosquitNo’s
groundbreaking insect
repellent technology
in wipes, textile spray,
fabric softener and
bracelets.
The Anti-Insect Flower
Pot repels critters
indoors and outdoors
in an attractive,
fun way for up to
two months.
The Get Connected
edition bracelets take
MosquitNo’s signature

successful product up
a notch. These bracelets are both trendy
and functional,
and available in 12
colours sized for
children and adults.
Safari Animal edition
stickers have cool new
designs that are perfect
for protecting stylish,
busy kids on the go.
MosquitNo will open its
first concept stores in
Asia in 2015, and also
has exciting new listings
with major airlines in
Europe and Asia.
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STYLISH WHISKY
International Beverage
is unveiling two stylish
new releases for anCnoc
Highland single malt
Scotch whisky. Black
Hill Reserve is a new
travel retail exclusive
named after Knockdhu
Distillery, which means
‘Black Hill’ in Gaelic,
where the whisky is
expertly crafted.
Matured in first
fill American oak
ex-bourbon casks
and bright gold in
appearance, Black Hill
Reserve is crisp on
the nose with notes
of citrus and green
apples, along with a
full-bodied taste of
ground spices and pear
drops. The finish is long
and intense.
The packaging features
a striking contemporary grey label and
shimmering gold
lettering accompanying the classic black
graphic illustration
of the distillery that
features across each

expression.
The other travel retail
exclusive launch
is limited edition
‘Barrow’, the first
peated expression of
anCnoc to be released
to travel retail. A fixed
production of only 7,500
bottles, Barrow refers
to the cart, forming part
of the series of domestic releases of peated
expressions. It is faint
gold in appearance,
with notes of warm
wood and crème brulee
on the palate and an
unmistakably dry finish.
Meanwhile, Old
Pulteney Highland
Single Malt Scotch
Whisky has added a
new, exceptionally
rare whisky to its
distinguished range,
the limited edition Old
Pulteney 35 Year Old.
Only 450 cases of this
outstanding single malt
will be rolled out to
global markets.

Marine Village S2

DIVA CHOCOLATES
A key focus for LINDT of
Switzerland at this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference is its newly
unveiled DIVA range.
The striking new range
consists of four truffle
flavours – Chocolate, Marc
de Champagne, Rose
Marc de Champagne, and
Irish Cream, each finished
with a dust of gold, and
presented in distinctive
and sophisticated pure
white and raven black
packaging highlighted
with sumptuous gold.
The pralines can be
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purchased in four different sizes, which LINDT
says are designed to be
perfect for giving, or for
those who want to treat
themselves to a ‘diva’
moment. A jewellerystyle 182g box contains
16 truffles, as does the
collier box. There is
also a 229g hat-box of
20 truffles and a 57g
dainty slip-case of five
chocolates.
LINDT is also launching a
new addition to its Silver
Tablet range; exclusive to
travel retail, Dark Sea Salt

Almond is made with the
highest quality LINDT dark
chocolate, freshly roasted
whole almonds, and a
touch of crystal sea salt.
Additionally, LINDT is
unveiling its new LINDOR
Fashion range, which
features a selection
of enticing LINDOR
chocolate balls, each
crafted by LINDT Swiss
Master Chocolatiers, and
presented with a youthful
and fashionable flair.
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MERCEDES-BENZ CLUB
INCC Group is showcasing Mercedes-Benz
Club, which is described
as a fragrance for the
new generation.
The woody, aromatic
scent draws you in. This
young, free masculine
fragrance has successfully orchestrated a
subtle contrast between
elegance and energy,
with the deep, sensual
base accord stimulated
by fresh, sparkling,
slightly acidic hesperidia
notes. The hesperidia
notes are blended with
the green freshness of
rhubarb to add a vibrant
signature. An exhilarating and thrilling aquatic
accord is contrasted by
spicy juniper berries and
cardamom. Meanwhile,
the captivating intonations of patchouli and dry
woods are mingled with
the warm character of

tonka beans and ambrox.
The fragrance’s bottle is
streamlined and futurist,
with an aerodynamic
shape that suggests
speed and motion. It is
also engraved with the
emblematic star.
The Mercedes-Benz Club

range includes an Eau
de Toilette Natural Spray
in 100ml (€67) and 50ml
(€50) versions, 150ml
Shower Gel (€22), and a
75g Alcohol-Free Deodorant Stick (€25).

Red Village K22
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MODERN EYEWEAR
Marcolin is presenting
the captivating new
GUESS Eyewear collection for Fall-Winter 2014,
inspired by the top trends
of today’s fashion and
accessories. Rhinestone
adornments, pyramid
stud detailing and
crystalised colourations
highlight the dynamic
collection designed
exclusively for the
GUESS girl. The GUESS
guy takes a modern
approach with bold
metal silhouettes and
subtle logo treatments.
The Fall-Winter 2014
collection offers
fashionable and
on-trend styling.
Styles GU 7330,
GU 7331 and GU
7332 in shades of
grey, purple, pink
and blue, are a mix
of sun options for the
season. The dramatic

oversized cat-eye shape
of GU 7330 captures the
adventurous mood of
today’s Guess girl,
while the retro square
shape of GU 7331 and
modified round shape
of GU 7332 allows for a
more relaxed feel.
Meanwhile, Just Cavalli’s
new sunglasses for the
Fall/Winter 2014-15
season celebrate the
unconventional style of
the brand, mixing refined
details, contemporary
design and modern

appeal. The classic
1970s male frame is
reinterpreted through
exclusive processes.
The front of the JC 597
model is characterised
by sophisticated colours
such as white, blue, black
and Havana, which stand
out on a glass-effect
acetate, while the injected
temples are defined by
an innovative cementeffect pattern.

Yellow Village
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FLORAL BOUQUET
Jacomo is presenting its new fragrance
Le Parfum, which is
described as a spicy
floral oriental. The
blooming floral bouquet
features top notes
including the sweetness of peach and the
freshness of bergamot.
The heart centres on
jasmine and rose,
revealing some accents
of fruits. The base is
oriental powdered, with
sandalwood in harmony
with vanilla and musk.
The bottle design incorporates complex and
harmonious lines – its
silver plate delicately
set on the shoulder
of the glass. The
bottle is described
as a precious object,
sublimating the
femininity of the
fragrance. It is available in a 100ml Eau
de Parfum spray.
Jacomo is also
introducing OUD
For Men, which
belongs to the Citrus

Oud olfactive family.
The fragrance mixes
sparkling accents of
citrus fruits, spices and
vegetable scent. Then
the trail reveals an oud
sensualism, sweetened
by musk. The bottle has
asymmetrical lines and
an architectural design;
the refined glass,
allied to the
strength

of the metal, perfectly
illustrates the contrast
of the fragrance,
between sobriety and
splendour. It is available in a 100ml Eau de
Toilette spray.

Red Village
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Balmoral
Dominican Selection
The Balmoral Dominican Selection
Collection 12
offers a luxury assortment box
containing Small Panatela, Panatela
and Corona cigars. To produce these
high-quality cigars, modern
craftsmanship is combined with the
finest tobaccos from the wide region of
the Caribbean. Taste the authenticity.
Expect the unexpected.

The Real Dominican Experience

Visit us at Yellow Village H49
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ON-TREND JEWELLERY
Pica LéLa is introducing
its 2014/2015 collection
at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference. This
season’s line-up is all
about colour, design and
structure, with the brand
taking inspiration from
on-trend fashion colours
and combining their
colour inspiration with
attention to adding key
strong pieces.

These new focal pieces
are visible across each
collection with the
emphasis this year on
the relaunch of the Victorian era inspired Victoria
collection, and the
extension of the newly
launched and notable
Esmeralda range.
The breadth of the Pica
LéLa collections allows
the brand to embrace

BALANCED
BLEND
La Martiniquaise is
launching a new LABEL 5
reference – LABEL 5 Gold
Heritage. This has been
created to delight Scotch
whisky lovers who are
looking to explore LABEL 5’s
character in more depth.
Graham Coull, LABEL 5
Master Blender, crafted
a unique and rich whisky.
LABEL 5 Gold Heritage
is a blend of the finest
single malts, along with a
range of top quality grain
whiskies selected among
whiskies aged more than
20 years. It presents a
unique profile which lies
between the smoky and
peated flavours of the old
malt whiskies and the
creamy vanilla notes of
the grain whiskies. The
smooth character that is
the trademark of LABEL 5
whiskies has been accentuated with subtle woody
hints and spicy notes.
“LABEL 5 Gold Heritage
is a personal achievement for me. Building on
the traditions of LABEL
5, I have hand-selected

whiskies from different
ages and casks which
marry together to produce
a wonderfully balanced
blend. The result is an
exceptionally smooth
whisky loaded with fruit,
spice, warm vanilla oak
and subtle smoke, which
offers a unique taste
experience,” said Coull.

Yellow Village
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its multicultural market.
All collections and new
jewellery pieces will be
available for preview
in Cannes. Wellington
Jeweller has succeeded
in building a successful
presence with Pica LéLa in
over 35 airlines and 100
duty free points globally,
and has witnessed
year-on-year growth for
the past five years. Pica

LéLa continues to add
to its client list, with the
new additions of Korean
Air, Cathay Pacific and
Plaza Bali, Indonesia, to
the portfolio this year.
The brand is particularly
excited for the current
listing of its Queen of
Hearts necklace onboard
Korean Air Lines.

Blue Village B4

SEDUCTIVE SCENTS
Guerlain is presenting
a vast variety of references from its luxuriant
cosmetics and fragrance
portfolios at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference,
including two opulent
new scents for man and
for woman.
The new feminine
fragrance Idylle Love
Blossom is a fluttering and ethereal
bouquet composed of
the most romantic
floral accords –
jasmine, rose and
lilac. Precious
Sambac jasmine
brings a touch of
sensuality, while
Guerlain’s rose
communelle unfolds
in cheery accents
of raspberry,
lychee and almond.
Emblematic of the
house’s tradition
and know-how, rose
and jasmine take on
a hint of lilac in Idylle
Love Blossom, which
softens them with green,
almond and spicy facets.
In powdery shades,

Idylle Love Blossom’s
packaging is adorned
with a tissue paper floral
motif created by designer
Maryse Dugois, offering
a poetic showcase for the
tender pink fragrance
nestled in Idylle’s iconic
drop bottle.
Meanwhile, for the first

UNIQUE WINES
NEW EXHIBITOR
Vinprom Peshtera is
presenting several new
products, including its
PIXELS Series of wine. It
has produced three unique
wines. PIXELS Sauvignon
Blanc 2013 is a typical

example of ‘green’ Sauvignon. PIXELS sparkling
Glera 2013 wine is
produced in a light bottle
and the cork is ZORK – the
latest technology to close
the sparkling wine. PIXELS
rosé from Grenache 2013
is a wine with a delicate

pink colour. It has an
innovative and modern
glass stopper, which
perfectly preserves the
taste of this type of wine.
Vinprom Peshtera is also
showcasing Black Ram
Whisky, which is produced
from carefully selected
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time, Guerlain has
composed an almond
scent for men, L’Homme
Ideal. Masculine,
luxurious and distinguished – a streamlined,
monochrome square
flacon encases an accord
that embodies the ideal
man. Sparkling and

distillates and gently
matured in oak barrels
for a minimum of three
years. It is distinguished
by its strong and complex
character, and defined
by its smooth and noble
taste. Black Ram Whisky
is a unique blend of more
than 30 types of original
imported distillates, 26 of
which are malt whisky.
Finally, FLIRT Vodka is

fresh top notes of citrus,
rosemary and orange
blossom give way to a
sensual heart based on
almond and tonka bean
with a warm vanilla trail,
with the strength of a
woody leather base – a
firm establishment of
true masculinity.

Riviera Village
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produced from high-quality
multiple distilled grain spirit,
which is then also filtered
through silver ions to remove
impurities. The portfolio
includes Flirt Vodka, Flirt
Green Apple, Flirt Cool Mint,
Flirt Orange, Flirt Vanilla,
Flirt Lemon, Flirt Grapefruit,
and Flirt Chocolate.

Green Village
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non contractual visuals

Android? Blackberry? iOS? Windows Phone?
At TFWA World Exhibition & Conference,
we’ve an app for everyone.

Our new web app is accessible
on any mobile OS via your browser.
Go to:
app.tfwa.com/WEC

